The laser speckle interferometry approach provides the possibility of an in situ optical noncontacted measurement for the surface morphology of plasma facing components (PFCs), and the reconstruction image of the PFC surface morphology is computed by a numerical model based on a phase unwrapping algorithm. A remote speckle interferometry measurement at a distance of three meters for real divertor tiles retired from EAST was carried out in the laboratory to simulate a real detection condition on EAST. The preliminary surface morphology of the divertor tiles was well reproduced by the reconstructed geometric image. The feasibility and reliability of this approach for the real-time measurement of PFCs have been demonstrated.
Introduction
The Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST) is designed based on the latest tokamak achievements of the last century, aimed at the world fusion research forefront. EAST construction and physical research provide direct experience for the construction of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project. EAST plays a leading role in high-performance steady-state plasma physical research, and it ultimately contributes to the development of ITER and fusion energy. During the ITER construction, EAST will be one of only a few international devices providing an important experimental test bench for conducting ITER-related steady-state advanced plasma science and technology research. Many complicated physical mechanisms and engineering technological problems should be first investigated on EAST, and plasma wall interaction is one of the most significant physical problems [1] [2] [3] .
EAST is a fully superconducting tokamak with double divertors for long pulse operations and it will inevitably lead to strong plasma interactions with plasma facing components (PFCs), resulting in increased impurity deposition, fuel retention and material erosion [4] . In EAST, PFCs will be exposed to a high heat load and particle fluxes and it may cause the surface morphology of the PFCs to change due to material erosion and redeposition processes from plasma wall interactions. The states of the PFC surface will seriously affect the performance of the long-pulse or steady state plasma discharge in a tokamak, and it may even become an enormous threat to the operation and the safety of the fusion plasma device. A PFC surface morphology measurement could provide important information regarding the real-time status of PFCs or the damage status, and it would give a better understanding of the plasma wall interaction process and mechanism. Meanwhile, by monitoring the distribution of dust deposition in tokamaks and providing an upper limit on the amount of loose dust, a PFC surface morphology measurement could indirectly contribute to ensuring fusion operational limits and fusion device safety.
The speckle interferometry approach is regarded as the most promising technique for monitoring the PFC surface morphology evolution [5] [6] [7] [8] , but before it can be applied to a fusion device, such a promising technique still needs targetdirectional development and improvement with further principle validation works in a laboratory. A remote speckle interferometry measurement for real divertor tiles retired from EAST was carried out in the laboratory to simulate a longdistance detection for EAST with an in situ experiment condition. EAST has a first wall surface area of 60 m 2 and its major radius is 1.7 m with a 3.5 T toroidal magnetic field [9] . Port H of EAST and the material-plasma evaluation system (MAPES) are shown in figure 1(a) , and two windows (window 1 and window 2) under the MAPES are reserved for in situ PFC surface morphology measurement. The distance from the windows to the facing first wall is 2626 mm, as shown in figure 1(b) . On port H of EAST, the detecting laser can be guided into EAST through window 1 (as the colored solid lines show in figure 1(b) ) and the reflected laser will be collected through window 2 (as the colored dotted lines show in figure 1(b) ). A broad range of PFCs facing port H could be observed by the speckle interferometry approach utilizing these two reserved windows.
Aiming at in situ PFC surface morphology measurement, a laboratory experimental platform DUT-SIEP (speckle interferometry experimental platform) based on the speckle interferometry approach has been constructed at the Dalian University of Technology (DUT). Depending on the directional specific design, and focusing on a real detection condition on the EAST tokamak, DUT-SIEP has realized a 3000 mm far field optical non-contacted imaging measurement to demonstrate the feasibility of an in situ surface morphology measurement. The preliminary surface morphology of divertor tiles reproduced by the reconstructed geometric image is discussed in this paper.
Experiment

Morphology measurement setup
The principle of the optical imaging measurement for PFC surface morphology is based on the speckle interferometry technique, and the measurement setup has a modified Michelson interference structure, shown schematically in figure 2 , where one reflector is replaced by the divertor tiles retired from EAST as a detection branch path; in the other reference branch path, the reflector is constituted by a combination of a piezoelectric transducer and a reference mirror to artificially produce a phase shift. To simulate a far field measurement at the real distance between two reserved windows on port H and the PFCs on EAST, two adjustable plane reflectors (R1 and R2 in figure 2 ) are introduced in the detection branch path with a distance of 1500 mm, and another adjustable plane reflector (R3 in figure 2 ) is put into the collected light path of the reflected light from the divertor tile surface. Therefore, the probe laser will travel a distance of over 3000 mm before it illuminates the divertor tiles, and the reflected light from the divertor tile surface will also travel over 3000 mm via the plane reflector in the collected light path.
A laser beam is split into two branches by a laser beamsplitter and these two branches cause a reflection respectively and then form an interference pattern in the front of a CCD camera.
The measurement area can cover the whole surface of one divertor tile via scanning and it benefits from the introduction of three adjustable plane reflectors. On the divertor tiles retired from EAST, there are geometric gaps between every two small pieces of tiles as a grid distribution. The divertor tiles were exposed to 12 165 plasma shots during the 2015-2016 EAST campaign, shown in figure 3 . The color changes and horizontal scratches on the surface of the divertor tiles are clear to see, and it indicates that the divertor tiles' surface, especially the region adjacent to the gap, experienced a complex plasma interaction, such as an erosion process and deposition process.
Speckle interferometry technique
The speckle interferometry technique takes advantage of the speckle patterns, which are intensity patterns. The interference pattern is formed in mutual interference by superposing a set of wavefronts together [10] . The surface morphology information can be wrapped into the interference patterns by the phase-shifting method [11] , while the phase unwrapping algorithm will reconstruct the surface morphology information by unwrapping the wrapped phase in the interference patterns.
Surface morphology deformation in the incident direction of the probe laser will change the image of the interference patterns; as a consequence, when the erosion or redeposition process occurs on the divertor tiles, it can be regarded as an out-of-plane displacement and the corresponding phase shift related to the surface morphology variation will be introduced into the interference patterns. Before the surface morphology is changed, the laser beams in the detection branch path and the reference branch path form an interference on each pixel of the CCD camera with an intensity value [12] of
where I o , I r respectively represent the intensities in the detection branch path and in the reference branch path. With the surface morphology variation, the intensity changes to
where j o ′ is the new phase shift induced by the surface morphology variation in the detection branch path, and it can be expressed and replaced by
So, the intensity after the surface morphology variation is
where Δj is the core factor of the speckle interferometry measurement because the information regarding the surface morphology variation is contained in this factor. The surface morphology deformation Δz in the incident direction of the probe laser can be calculated via the formula of the optical path difference
where λ is the laser wavelength, From the phase difference between the interference patterns before and after the surface morphology variation, surface morphology deformation can be obtained, but the absolute value equation shows that it is a periodic function of Δj factor, and it is difficult to find the direct solution of Δj value.
Phase-shifting method
The temporal phase shifting method is taken into account to simplify the Δj solving process. The phase shift Δj in the detection branch path emerges from the surface morphology variation, and the other specific phase shift in the reference branch path is artificially introduced by changing the piezoelectric transducer. According to the classical fourbucket algorithm [13] , four-step phase shifts are introduced
(i=1, 2, 3, 4), so it is possible to generate a wellknown phase shift in the cosine function and then the intensity value of the interference on each pixel of the CCD camera can be rewritten in the following form: j 4 =2π and the phase shift Δj will be directly calculated by the four-quadrant arctangent equation [12] : In this study, two different laser wavelengths are used for the speckle interferometry measurement, and they can provide a variable dynamic measurement range, which is much larger than the measurement just utilizing a single laser wavelength. This will greatly expand the measurement range of the surface morphology in a practical situation because the dimension limitation of a single laser wavelength is extended by a new synthetic wavelength. The synthetic wavelength Λ depends on the two-laser wavelength λ1 and λ2 as below
The new phase information corresponding to the synthetic wavelength Λ can also be acquired from the measurement results of four-step phase-shifting speckle interferometry at two laser wavelengths λ1 and λ2 respectively. Laser speckle interference patterns using λ1=632.8 nm and λ2=532 nm with four-step phase-shifting of 0, π/2, π, 3 π/2 are shown in figures 4(b), (c).
Results and discussion
Phase unwrapping algorithm
The phase unwrapping algorithm can unwrap the surface morphology information and deformation from the phase difference between the interference patterns, and then it reconstructs the surface morphology geometric image. The three main categories of the phase unwrapping algorithms are global algorithms, region-growing algorithms and path-following algorithms [13] , where the path-following algorithms have less computational complexity compared with the global algorithms and the region-growing algorithms. In our numerical model of the phase unwrapping algorithm, the qualityguided path-following approach is adopted and the unwrapping path will be determined according to the quality parameters of the interference patterns.
During the phase unwrapping process of the qualityguided path-following method, the calculation of the quality parameters is introduced in order to avoid adverse impacts because of the noise existence, discontinuous fringes and other inevitable factors. The distribution of the quality parameter from the wrapped phase map can evaluate the image quality of the speckle interference patterns and show the spatial difference of the geometric characteristics in the pattern image corresponding to the pixels. When the quality parameter of a pixel is much closer to 1, the accuracy of the reconstruction image for this pixel is much better. The distribution of the quality parameter in the synthetic wavelength phase map ( figure 5(c) ) reveals that the quality parameter is mainly distributed between 0.6-0.9, as shown in figure 6 , and it indicates that the image quality of our measurement is good enough to guarantee the reconstructed process of the surface morphology information. The phase unwrapping path is guided by a quality parameter, and the pixels with a better quality parameter take priority over the calculations of other pixels with a lower quality parameter. Therefore, it will significantly improve the quality and reliability of the speckle interference pattern reconstruction results.
Reconstruction of the surface morphology image
From the surface morphology reconstruction results, a gap between two adjacent tiles on the divertor tiles retired from EAST is presented, and the surface morphology of the tiles can be specifically investigated. Firstly, the gap width between two adjacent tiles is measured through the absolute value of the phase difference from two-wavelength laser speckle interference patterns in figure 7 , and the width of this gap is approximately 2.2 mm, which is calculated by the multiplication of the image pixels along the horizontal axis corresponding to the actual space dimension (under this measurement condition, one pixel corresponds to 3.5 μm on the horizontal axis and the vertical axis respectively).
In our further study, a local surface morphology of the gap and parts of two adjacent tiles retired from EAST during the 2015-2016 EAST campaign is investigated and the analysis area is marked with a red dotted box in figure 4(a) . Just from the photo image of this region, the color changes and horizontal scratches on the tile surface are clearly shown near the right side of the gap. It strongly implies that this piece of divertor tile experienced a complex plasma interaction and mechanical injury. The surface of this tile should be damaged by a significant erosion process resulting in large surface morphology roughness with a transverse sheet structure. These features are all well validated in the reconstruction Figure 4 . The gap region between two adjacent tiles on the divertor tiles retired from the EAST tokamak. (a) The morphology image of a gap on the divertor tiles; (b) laser speckle interference patterns using a laser wavelength of 632.8 nm; and (c) laser speckle interference patterns using a laser wavelength of 532 nm via the measurement with four-step phase shifting of the 0, π/2, π, 3 π/2 method. result of the local surface morphology, as shown in figure 8 . The relative erosion depths of the surface morphology changes are between 10-20 μm and the horizontal scratches on the tile surface caused by mechanical injury are 50 μm in the transverse sheet structure. The spatial dimension of the measurement area is approximately 7 mm×4 mm and the measurement accuracy is controlled in the sub-micron scale. A more detailed analysis and explanation will be provided in the next section.
Analysis and discussion
The two-wavelength laser speckle interferometry approach (λ1=632.8 nm, and λ2=532 nm) is employed in this measurement and it has a large dynamic measurement range (Λ=3.339 μm) which is much larger than the measurement just utilizing a single laser wavelength. It greatly expands the surface morphology measurement range from the nanometer scale to the micrometer scale. However, this relatively large dynamic measurement range is still too short for the gap depth measurement, and the gap depth between two adjacent divertor tiles is usually a few centimeters. In the surface morphology reconstruction results, as shown in figure 8 , the depth information of the gap region between two adjacent tiles has inevitable errors because of the deficiency of the periodic parameter in the phase difference. The reason is that the gap may form an abrupt step change and the depth of this step change is much larger than the dynamic measurement range of the two-wavelength speckle interferometry. Nevertheless, the width measurement of this gap will not be subject to any influence because the lateral width of the gap is in the horizontal plane rather than the depth direction. The lateral width of the gap is directly projected on the pixels of the camera and it just has spatial correlation in the horizontal plane. The absolute value of the phase difference from the two-wavelength laser speckle interference patterns in figure 7 Figure 7 . The absolute value of the phase difference from two-wavelength laser speckle interference patterns (λ1=632.8 nm, λ2=532 nm, Λ=3.339 μm). is just calculated within one period, and it is not necessary to consider the existence of the periodic parameter, so the lateral width of the gap between the two adjacent tiles can be measured at a distance of three meters. This means that we can observe a microscale change in millimeters at a remote distance of a few meters and this microscale change can be real-time monitored. Thus, the laser speckle interferometry approach is also an optimal method for monitoring the displacement and shape distortion of PFCs in the surface plane.
The speckle interference technique obtains the surface information and deformation through the calculation of the phase difference between the interference patterns before and after the surface morphology variation, and the absolute depth transformation on the surface morphology is regarded as an outof-plane displacement corresponding to a phase shift. In an offline measurement situation, the interference patterns of the divertor tiles at the initial state are missing, so the absolute depth transformation may not be obtained, but through the phase difference between one pixel and its surrounding pixels in the same interference pattern, the relative depth transformation can still be reconstructed. The variation of the relative erosion depth and the morphology of the horizontal scratches on the divertor tile surface in figure 8 are calculated using this approach. The areal distribution of the relative erosion depth variation corresponds to the color change region in the red dotted box in figure 4(a) , and the horizontal scratches caused by mechanical injury on the tile surface are mainly produced by the surface friction during its transportation and the wire-electrode cutting during the process of divertor disassembling. The friction injury on the metal surface and the influence of wire-electrode cutting are both in tens of microns scale, so the transverse sheet structure in figure 8 with a surface roughness of 50 μm is reasonable. The interference patterns of the divertor tiles at the initial state will make the measurement of the absolute depth transformation possible; meanwhile, it also demonstrates the necessity of speckle interferometry on-line measurement for PFCs on EAST.
Conclusions
A remote speckle interferometry surface morphology measurement was carried out at a distance of three meters for real divertor tiles retired from EAST to simulate a long-distance detection for in situ experiment conditions on EAST. It demonstrated the feasibility and reliability of the speckle interferometry approach as the most promising real-time in situ monitoring method for the surface morphology of PFCs on EAST. The surface morphology of the divertor tiles was reconstructed from the interference patterns and it could provide important information regarding the PFC status or damage status. The measurement of the surface morphology of PFCs also contributed to a better understanding of plasma wall interactions. More intensive experimental research related to PFCs should be carried out, and the progress and accumulation of speckle interferometry measurement will contribute to its practical application in EAST or other fusion devices in the future.
